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How should an employer respond
when faced with the possible flight of
key employees?

Unfortunately, there is no single, all-
purpose formula for retaining talent.
The problem tends to erupt with an
employer’s decision to sell, and to arise
more subtlely as a business
deteriorates. A depressed stock price
should also put a company on guard,
even if it is healthy, because out-of-the-
money stock options stir executive
defections.

Employers who select the wrong
strategy, or ignore their problems,
place the value of their business at risk.
Pay-to-stay is a form of insurance, and
just as complicated an investment. The
“right” strategy for a particular
employer depends on its
circumstances, which we assess
through a series of questions that help
our clients identify the key terms of
their pay-to-stay arrangements. Set forth
below are the initial questions, along
with an illustrative – though far from
exhaustive - list of possible responses.

•  Whom does the employer want to
retain?

select existing

select new hires

•  What are their current contract
rights and protections?

employment agreements

severance benefits

change-in-control protections

stock benefits

•  What makes these employees likely
to leave?

Business deterioration

Employer’s business plans (e.g.
sale, merger)

Employer’s likelihood of success

Industry conditions

•  What does employer need of
employee during the stay period?

Usual performance of duties

High performance

No vacations days

No holidays

•  What is needed to retain these
employees?

Performance-based bonus

Percent of sale proceeds (above a
base?)

Stock awards, or substitutes

Security (e.g. contract)

Severance benefits

Employer-paid medical insurance
(beyond COBRA period?)

Note: Employer needs to preserve right
to terminate employee for cause

•  How should the employer structure
its retention incentives?

Deferred compensation

Vesting. If so, what conditions?
How to manage expense?
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Forfeiture for leaving early and/or
to join a competitor

Definition of trigger event (e.g.
change in control)

•  What is the critical time period for
retention?

Event such as sale

Specific date

Earlier (later?) of above

Termination without Cause.
(Beware - Good Reason)

•  If a sale or merger is expected,
should the employer consult the
potential buyer/partner —

about which employees to target
for retention?

in advance of discussions with
employees?

different incentives for “keepers”
and short-timers?

about committing to continue
benefits?

outplacement services?

•  When should vesting be accelerated?

Termination without Cause

Resignation for Good Reason

Change in Control

Death, Disability, or Retirement

•  How should the employer document
its commitments?

Written plan



Individual contracts

Build claims release into plan/
agreements

Require confidentiality of
individual agreements

Follow process for waiver of age
discrimination claims
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•  How should communications
occur?

Group meeting

Written summary (When?)

Conclusion

It takes more than well-crafted
responses to these questions to
develop an effective pay-to-stay
strategy. Talent certainly needs to be

retained, but on terms that work for
the employer, too. Homespun
remedies seldom hit the right
balance. Expense and equity need to
be managed, along with the emotions
and expectations of employees who
may very well be looking for reasons to
move on. The high stakes should
spur employers to shepherd their
best resources to insure the “stay” that
comes with the pay.
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